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Abstract
Laboratory and field data generated on genetically modified (GM) plants in one country can inform the environmental risk assessment and support
regulatory decision-making for GM plants being cultivated in another country. Well-designed studies that test clear risk hypotheses and that
follow well-established methods allow for conclusions to be made about potential environmental effects from cultivation of a GM plant relative
to its conventional counterparts. Following the principle of data transportability, if no biologically relevant differences between a GM plant and
its conventional counterparts are observed in one country or region, data from these studies can be used to inform the risk assessment in another
country, regardless of agroclimatic zone. Similarly, if biologically relevant differences are observed in studies conducted in one country, these data
can be used to assess potential environmental harm in another country. Gathering additional data for the ERA in a different country or in expanded
regions may increase the weight of evidence of environmental safety, but additional field study data are only warranted if specific hypotheses of
risk remain after assessing risk based on the existing data, and if they would affect the outcome of decision-making. Transportation of product
data across regions has been successfully used by multiple countries to eliminate redundancy, create regulatory efficiencies and enable timely
realization of the benefits of GM plants.
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1. Introduction

represent the core data for ERA and can be used to establish
plausible relevant pathways to harm related to plant persistence,
weediness or invasiveness, and gene flow. Any need for additional data for the ERA should be considered on a case-by-case
basis, guided by problem formulation and development of risk
hypotheses based on the core data and trait interactions with
the environment [2]. For example, for a trait that has insect resistance properties, concentration data for the introduced gene
product and non-target organism (NTO) laboratory hazard data
may be necessary to understand potential effects beyond the target pest.
Sometimes, despite a lack of country-specific hypotheses of
unique risks, regulatory agencies require local laboratory and/or
field studies in a country intending to cultivate the GM plant.
Some agencies also require local agronomic studies when the
GM plant products (e.g., grain) is intended for import and will
not be cultivated. For example, regulatory agencies in Japan
have required local field studies for import approvals for some
GM events, depending on the crop and trait (GM soybean re-

Laboratory and/or field studies on genetically modified
(GM) plants are conducted as part of an environmental risk assessment (ERA) to determine whether cultivation or incidental
release of the GM plants could cause unreasonable environmental harm. Data that are developed as part of a science-based
ERA for cultivation of GM plants should be driven by problem formulation and the identification of plausible pathways to
harm [2, 30]. Problem formulation in the ERA for the cultivation of GM plants is based on information related to the receiving environment, the biology of the plant, the phenotypic
similarity of the GM plant relative to its conventional counterparts, and the characteristics of the introduced trait [2]. These
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quires a local field study to be conducted in Japan, but corn and
cotton containing familiar traits do not). The regulatory agency
in China (Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, MARA)
accepts global data as part of the import permit application, and
local field studies as well as other laboratory-based studies are
then commissioned by MARA to be conducted by a local institution in China. The requirements to repeat studies in different
countries lead to duplication of data and adds time and complexity to the regulatory process of GM plant approvals without
providing additional information essential to the ERA [8]. The
time added to the regulatory process delays accrual of benefits of new products to growers and consumers in both cultivation and import countries. Additionally, taxpayers bear the
cost of unnecessary regulatory review of duplicative data. A
more efficient approach for conducting a science-based ERA in
a new location, known as data transportability (DT), consists of
leveraging existing data generated in other places. This Policy
Commentary explores the concept of DT and provides scientific justification for its use with both laboratory and field data
employed in the ERA of GM plants.
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and how it may lead to increased weediness potential, and agronomic field data assessing the similarity of the GM plant to its
conventional counterparts, allows for relevant pathways to harm
related to weediness to be considered.
2.2. Effects of transgene flow to sexually compatible wild relatives
Gene flow can occur naturally among plants that are sexually compatible and sympatric. For the ERA of a GM plant, it
is important to assess whether the introduced gene, if successfully introgressed into a wild relative population, could provide
a selective advantage to that population to a greater level than
other native genes in the cultivated species. As with weediness assessments, information about the receiving environment
and the biology of the plant, an understanding of how the intended trait may lead to increased weediness potential of wild
relatives, data on relative agronomic performance, coupled with
an understanding of the potential for successful outcrossing and
transgene introgression into a wild relative population, allows
for relevant pathways to harm related to transgene flow to be
considered.
A specific hypothesis for harm related to gene flow for
GM soybeans that are to be cultivated in an area where wild
soybeans are present would consider if the introduced trait
in the GM plant become introgressed into the wild soybean
population and confers a selective advantage. Cultivated soybean (Glycine max) is sexually compatible with wild soybean
(Glycine soja), and genes from cultivated soybean can be found
in wild soybean populations. An understanding of GM trait
in cultivated soybean can be used to assess potential for selective advantage if the trait is introgressed in the wild soybean population. In many cases, introgression of a trait does
not result in harm. For example, yield genes and abiotic
stress tolerance genes that have been selected for through traditional breeding for generations have not been observed to provide a selectable advantage to wild soybean in North Asian
countries such as Japan, China, Korea, and Taiwan, as evidenced by the lack of adverse effects on wild soybean populations in these countries after years of import of non-GM
domestic soybeans with improved yield and stress phenotypes
[9, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Therefore, it is reasonable to
expect that GM traits that increase yield or abiotic stress would
likewise not provide a selectable advantage to wild soybean.
Similarly, it has been demonstrated that outcrossing by a GM
soybean modified with an insect resistance gene from Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) does not provide a selective advantage to
wild soybean, based on the outcome of insect feeding damage
surveys in wild soybean populations [10].
Agronomic endpoints related to reproduction (pollen viability, pollination rates, etc.), can be used to inform whether the
trait has increased the potential for outcrossing, and information
on the crop biology and the receiving environment can be used
to inform the likelihood of outcrossing with sexually compatible wild relatives. There is rarely a plausible hypothesis that
the trait in a GM plant has altered the outcrossing rates relative to the outcrossing rates of the non-modified crop. The only
hypothetical exception to this would be if the GM trait alters

2. Overview of Environmental Risks Assessed for GM
Plants
Protection goals are derived by each country according to
local laws and legislation; however, protection goals related to
the environment tend to be broadly similar, such as protecting
sustainable food production and biodiversity. Three core areas are typically considered as part of the ERA of GM plants
[5, 12, 14]: assessment of weediness/invasiveness potential;
assessment of the potential for and effects of transgene flow;
and, for insect resistance traits, assessment of potential adverse
effects on beneficial NTO populations. Problem formulation,
which is based on knowledge of the receiving environment, biology of the plant, agronomic comparison of the GM plant to
conventional counterparts, and the characteristics of the introduced trait, is used to assess whether sufficient information and
data already exist to address these elements of the ERA and to
develop specific hypotheses of harm relating to specific protection goals.
2.1. Weediness and invasiveness
Assessment of a plant’s weediness potential considers
whether the GM plant has increased weediness characteristics
compared with the non-modified crop. An example of a specific hypothesis for harm related to weediness is that the GM
plant has introduced traits that increase its ability to outcompete
and reduce the abundance of a valued plant species in the environment, including other crops in the agroecosystem. Highly
domesticated crops such as maize, cotton, and soybean have a
long history of cultivation, and selective breeding has reduced
or removed their weediness traits [24]. Many weedy traits, such
as seed dormancy or shattering, are agronomically unfavourable
and have been selected against in modern crop varieties. As
discussed by [2], information about the receiving environment
and the biology of the crop, understanding of the intended trait
39
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pollen dispersal or pollination rates, perhaps to increase crop
yield. However, no such traits have been developed to date.
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stages. If a GM plant and its conventional counterpart are observed across a range of environmental conditions in one country or region, these agronomic and concentration datasets can
be used to support the risk assessment in another country, regardless of agroclimatic zone. Gathering additional data for the
ERA in a different country or in expanded regions may increase
the weight of evidence of environmental safety, but additional
field study data are only warranted if specific hypotheses of risk
remain after assessing risk based on the existing data, and if
the additional field data would affect the outcome of decisionmaking.

2.3. Effects on beneficial non-target organisms
Efficient crop production depends on valuable interactions
between the crop and its biotic environment. For example,
arthropod populations can be beneficial to agricultural production; many crops rely on insects for pollination; insect predators
and parasitoids provide important ecosystem services by reducing the populations of insect pests that feed on the crop; some
soil arthropods are important in processing decaying vegetable
matter and maintaining soil function. Therefore, it is important
to understand the potential for a particular GM trait to reduce
the abundance of beneficial taxa representing core ecological
functions (e.g., pollinators, predators, parasitoids, and decomposers). The need to generate data to assess the effects on NTOs
typically only informs an ERA for GM plants with traits that
confer insect protection (insecticidal trait), such as Cry proteins
from Bt and traits based on RNAinterference (RNAi). The ERA
of insect-protected crops includes an assessment of the effect of
the trait on beneficial non-target arthropods (NTAs) that may be
exposed to the trait and may be sensitive to it. As Bt proteins
and RNAi are highly specific in their spectrums of activity, focused NTO testing under laboratory conditions is generally sufficient to detect meaningful effects (e.g., >50 percent mortality
[29]) and higher tier studies (greenhouse or field study) are not
conducted unless triggered by uncertainty in the tier 1 studies.
Beneficial microbial components of the agricultural environment, such as soil bacteria and fungi, could be considered
within the ERA for GM plants if the introduced trait has antimicrobial activity, for example, through studies of soil microbial
activity. However, no such traits have been developed to date
and such studies are not warranted for existing GM traits.

3.1.1. Agronomic and phenotypic observation
Field studies for phenotypic/agronomic observations should
not be designed or expected to characterize the agronomy of
the GM plant in as much detail as possible in a given region
or climate. Instead, field studies are used to identify any biologically relevant adverse changes to the GM plant as a result
of the GM trait and compare these changes against a range of
conventional counterparts grown in the same area and under the
same conditions [26]. Agronomic field studies that follow current guidance (for example, [7]) are conducted in multiple locations that represent a diversity of the commercial crop growing
areas, measure a standard suite of agronomic endpoints (some
of which are relevant for the ERA), and are analyzed with appropriate statistical analyses to detect biologically-meaningful
differences between GM plants and near-isoline control and/or
representative reference lines. Environmental conditions, including climate, weather, and soil type, can influence how both
GM and conventional crops grow. Changes in growth patterns
of crops due to local environmental conditions are inherent and
expected for both conventional and GM plants systems, but this
natural variability is not indicative of environmental risk. There
is a large range of agronomic properties that enable crops to
grow in different environments with an established history of
safety. Without a plausible mechanism based on the characteristics of the introduced trait, the potential for unintended or
unanticipated harmful differences to occur in one environment
and not in other environments is remote. In most cases, data
from confined field trials can be transported across regions, regardless of agroclimatic conditions. When a plausible hypothesis can be developed for how the GM plant could result in
harm in a different region, studies designed specifically to investigate the likelihood and magnitude of potential harm can be
conducted [2]. For example, a cold hardiness trait may have an
impact in temperate zones that may not be apparent in tropical
areas, and additional testing in a temperate zone may be warranted. Other scenarios may exist where similarity of environments may be useful to justify the transportability of data, such
as when there is an expectation that the expression of intended
phenotype is heavily dependent on environment (e.g., drought
tolerance) [8].
Selection against weedy traits during crop domestication is
desired in modern crops, and agronomic endpoints that are related to weediness characteristics (for example, seed shattering, dropped ears) are typically measured in agronomic field
studies. If the host plant (conventional crop) exhibits no weed-

3. Data Transportability (DT)
DT for the ERA of a GM plant can be defined as the use of
data generated in one region or country to inform the ERA of
the GM plant in another region or country. DT requires proper
scientific justification to demonstrate that the data are suitable
to inform the risk assessment. For example, studies should
have clearly defined and relevant environmental risk hypotheses, follow well-established methods, have a suitable study design (e.g., adequate replication, randomization, and sampling),
and use appropriate statistical analyses that are suitable for the
environmental risk assessment.
3.1. Field studies
Agronomic field studies are typically conducted across multiple locations that are representative of the growing region in
the country where the GM plant was developed. The purpose
of these field studies is to assess the phenotypic and agronomic
similarity between the GM plant and the conventional counterpart and to determine the concentration of an introduced gene
product in different plant tissues and across multiple growth
40
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iness characteristics, the GM trait is not related to weediness
characteristics, and agronomic endpoints related to weediness
characteristics are shown to be comparable to the non-modified
plant, then no plausible hypothesis exists to support increased
weediness potential of the GM plant, and the agronomic field
study data collected in one country can and should be transported and used to inform the ERA in another country. On the
other hand, if the host plant does exhibit weedy characteristics [23], and/or if the GM trait is observed to affect the agronomic endpoints that are related to weediness characteristics,
the agronomic field study data collected in one country still can
and should be transported and used to inform the ERA in another country. As discussed above, the comparative nature of
well-designed field studies examines the GM plant in comparison to its conventional counterpart in a range of environments,
and agronomic endpoints that are related to weediness characteristics should be able to be transported to inform the ERA in
another region. If there remain additional plausible hypotheses
for environmental harm related to weediness after considering
the available transported agronomic field study data, additional
studies to address those hypotheses may be warranted in another country, but the decision to request additional in-country
data should be on a case-by-case basis to inform a hypothesis
for harm that cannot be addressed with the available data from
other countries.
As with weediness risk assessments, environmental risks
associated with transgene flow to sexually compatible wild relatives can be assessed in one country using field study data from
another country. Data and conclusions from field studies that
demonstrate lack of biologically relevant differences in agronomic performance of the GM plant and its conventional counterpart across a range of environments can be used to inform the
transgene flow risk assessment in another country.
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ERA in another country.
ii. Laboratory data
When an NTO risk assessment for GM plants with traits that
confer insect protection is needed, NTO testing should follow a
tiered approach whereby laboratory studies are first conducted
at high concentration of the GM gene product in the laboratory.
Higher tier testing using GM plant tissue, greenhouse trials, or
field studies to assess potential effects on NTOs are only warranted when they are triggered by effects seen in the lower tier
laboratory assessment.
The transportability of laboratory data has been widely accepted by regulatory agencies globally for both GM plants
[27, 28] and traditional chemistry testing [13, 25] because laboratory conditions are not intended to represent realistic environmental conditions. When laboratory studies are considered for use in a risk assessment or regulatory decision making,
they should be evaluated for relevancy and reliability. Methods should be reconstructable, interpretable, reliable, and include appropriate statistical analysis. Test systems and study
design should follow standardized and internationally accepted
guidelines (e.g., Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency) or peerreviewed published methodologies, when available. Finally,
laboratory studies should be conducted under widely accepted
quality criteria (e.g., good laboratory practices, International
Organization for Standardization) to ensure reproducibility of
the data. Numerous authors have set forth recommendations
of laboratory testing to support the ERA of GM plants [3, 27].
Surrogate species are often used in laboratory testing, and surrogate species are selected based on relatedness to target pest
and beneficial NTOs, amenability to testing under laboratory
conditions, availability of standardized methods, etc. [4, 28].
The surrogate species concept is well-accepted, and testing at
high concentration in the laboratory in the early tier hazard assessment (for example, 10X the concentration an NTO could be
exposed to in the environment) provides a high margin of exposure and protection for other species that may be in the environment but not directly assessed in the laboratory. The data and
conclusion from the laboratory hazard studies are transportable
across regions due to the controlled nature of laboratory studies,
validated, robust, and reproducible methods, and use of surrogate species. When triggered by the tiered testing approach,
a field study may be conducted to assess the consequences of
the hazard to NTOs under environmentally relevant conditions.
As with other field study data, field NTO study data can be
transported across regions if they are designed to detect meaningful differences in NTO abundance or function between the
GM plant and its non-GM counterparts. Additional field testing
should only be conducted in another country if there is a specific hypothesis for harm that cannot be addressed using all of
the existing data, for example, if there is an NTO taxon of particular concern in one region that is not present in the original
one, and familiarity with the GM trait and lower tier laboratory
data are insufficient to assess risk.
For import-only scenarios (e.g., for food, feed, and processing) the potential exposure of individual NTOs to a GM plant is

i. Environmental exposure
For certain aspects of risk assessment, measures of exposure to environmental stressors can be necessary. These measures are warranted for assessment of risks to potentially sensitive NTOs like beneficial arthropods, on a case-by-case basis only when a potential hazard of a GM trait is identified by
problem formulation, such as one that confers insect protection [2]. Potential exposure of NTOs are typically informed
by measuring tissue specific concentrations of a gene product
(newly expressed protein, dsRNA, etc.,) collected from field
studies conducted under a range of field conditions. As with
agronomic field study data, the concentration data for the gene
products are collected from plants grown in multiple locations
that represent the major growing areas for the crop, typically in
the country of development. Protein or dsRNA concentration is
measured in different plant tissues and different growth stages,
and it can be used to estimate potential for exposure to NTOs
(for example, a honey bee may be exposed to a protein/dsRNA
expressed in maize pollen). Expression product concentration
data and conclusions from studies conducted in one country are
transportable to other countries for the purpose of assessing potential exposure to NTOs, and generating new expression data
in one country should not need to be repeated to inform the
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low and the potential for population level exposure is negligible (i.e., seed spillage during transportation and/or Low Level
Presence in conventional planting seeds) relative to cultivation
scenarios, and therefore the risk to NTOs from import of GM
grain is negligible when compared with the risk from cultivation of GM plants. In the case of import countries, the data and
conclusions from the cultivation country should be considered,
and additional data are not warranted to assess risk.

Bachman et al.

Japan has accepted confined field trial data from other countries for ERA of GM maize for which the inserted gene(s) had
already been assessed in other GM maize events to grant cultivation and import approval since December, 2014 [23]. As of
March, 2018, confined field data collected in the U.S. for three
GM maize products (MON87416, MZHG0JG, MZIR098) have
already been accepted for implementing ERA in Japan.
In Mexico and other countries, cultivation approval requires
in-country field assessment of the potential effects of the GM
plants on NTAs. Corrales Madrid et al. [6] demonstrated that
NTA data is transportable within diverse ecoregions in Mexico. Relevant NTA data from three types of GM maize were
shown to be transportable across four ecoregions in Mexico.
Importantly, the sites of the field studies represented high geographic and environmental diversity. No statistically significant
differences in NTA taxa abundance between tests and controls
were observed, and likewise, no adverse effects on NTAs were
reported. As reported elsewhere [1], within the maize agroecosystem, a high conservation of taxa exists that link to core
ecological functions (e.g., herbivores, predators, parasitoids,
etc.). These conserved ecosystem services are present irrespective of the regional biodiversity and across temperate and tropical agroclimatic zones. This repetition of taxa facilitates their
use as representative taxa for maize systems, thus enabling the
transportability of data collected from one region to another [1].
The breadth of sites and high conservation of taxa shown in
Corrales Madrid et al. [6], further demonstrates that NTA data
and the associated conclusions regarding risk are transportable
even in mega-diverse countries.
As described in Corrales Madrid et al. [6], the above studies
provide empirical support that data from well-designed, comparative assessments and the associated conclusions on potential environmental risk are independent of the local environments and are transportable to other regions to inform the risk
assessment.

4. Data Transportability Case Studies
Garcia Alonso et al. [8] presented a case for the transportability of field study data for ERA along with a conceptual
framework and process for both regulators and the regulatory
community. This approach to DT relied on the similarity of
agroclimatic zones as the foundation to enable the transportability of field study data by encouraging the comparison of physical characteristics of the field study environment to the region
where the data could be used. Identification of analogous agronomic climates in a given country could then allow for easy
acceptance of data generated in the same agronomic climate
in another country. This approach is intended to provide very
explicit evidence to justify a regulatory agency’s decision to accept data generated in another location.
In recent years, however, more studies examining field data
from different environments have revealed that agroclimatic
similarity is in fact not necessary for DT to be employed as
part of the ERA of GM plants. Horak et al. [11] demonstrated that data collected to evaluate the weediness potential
of soybean is transportable between cultivation countries. In
this example, comparative studies were conducted in diverse
locations across the U.S. and Argentina over three years, evaluating two GM soybean products and their conventional control. Data collected from distinct geographic and environmental conditions yielded similar results and conclusions regarding
a lack of environmental risk. Where statistically significant differences were observed, no consistent trends across years and
regions for these weediness characteristics were observed, and
these differences were within the range of natural variability for
soybean, thus providing additional evidence that these differences were not associated with the genetic modification process
or the locations where the field study data were generated.
Nakai et al. [23] demonstrated that confined field trial
data for GM plants are also transportable between cultivation
and import countries. While GM plants are not cultivated in
Japan and China, these countries require that in-country (local) confined field trials be performed for GM grain imported
as food/feed or for processing. Currently, Japanese authorities
will accept data derived in a cultivation country for GM maize
with familiar traits (e.g., already registered). By examining the
parameters under which the confined field trials are conducted,
demonstrating that the endpoints assessed are relevant for the
protection goals in import countries, and highlighting the low
exposure scenario inherent in import scenarios, Nakai et al. [23]
concluded that field study data, regardless of the characteristics of the inserted gene(s), are transportable from cultivation
countries to importing countries (e.g., from the U.S. to Japan).

5. Transportability of ERA Conclusions
This paper has focused on transporting data from one region to another to form the basis of an ERA in the recipient one. This principle can often be extended so that not just
the data, but also the ERA conclusions, can be transported
across regions based on problem formulation. Countries tend
to have broadly similar protection goals for their agricultural
environments, such as protecting sustainable food production
and biodiversity, and therefore, similar risk hypotheses for the
same crop. The risk assessments conducted based on those risk
hypotheses are, therefore, similar and the conclusions are the
same.
There are a few cases where ERA conclusions may differ in one region from another. First, if the agronomic data
show meaningful differences between a GM plant and its conventional counterparts under certain environmental conditions,
and those conditions are more prevalent in one region than another, the risk assessments may reach different conclusions. If
there is a plausible hypothesis for how that agronomic difference could lead to environmental harm, additional assessment
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may be warranted. Second, if there are sexually compatible
wild relatives in one country that are absent in another country, the risk assessment conclusions may differ. Third, if there
are specific (usually protected due to being endangered) NTOs
in one country that may be affected by an insecticidal trait, the
conclusion of the NTO risk assessment may differ. However,
even in these situations where the risk assessment conclusions
cannot be transported, the risk assessment data upon which they
are based can still be transported.
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6. Discussion and Conclusions
The transportability and acceptance of ERA data and/or
conclusions from well-designed laboratory and field studies can
facilitate the efficiency of regulatory approvals of GM plants
across countries and regions. Acceptance of such data leads
to more rapid access to benefits for farmers, reduces duplicative requirements, and ensures consistent science-based testing,
data, and conclusions. This approach is similar to the standard
practice of mutual acceptance of data that has broad acceptance within the chemical industry and is supported by international organizations such as the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). The controlled nature of
laboratory studies and comparative nature of field studies conducted across diverse environmental conditions allow for data
to be viewed and conclusions to be made independent of an
agroclimate or region, unless a specific risk hypothesis exists
to oppose that consideration. Numerous peer-reviewed publications have demonstrated the scientific rationale for DT, and
both cultivation and import countries are beginning to adopt and
benefit from this practice.
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